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1. STATEMENT OF RESULT 
Let 1 be an odd prime, q a divisor of I- 1, and T an integer prime to 1 and 
of order q mod 1. Write in the sequel sZ(Z, q) for the group with generators u 
and w and defining relations 
& zz 1 = & 3 oJuorl = ur. 
Let N be a normal algebraic number field (always of finite degree) with 
Galois group Gal(N/Q) = r over the field Q of rational numbers and oN 
its ring of algebraic integers. A basis of oN over Z, the ring of integers, of 
form {a~}, with a fixed in Do and y running through r, will in accordance with 
classical terminology be called a normal integral busis of N. A well-known 
necessary condition for this to happen is that N/Q be tamely ramified (cf. [12]). 
This, however, is not sufficient. The first examples to the contrary were found 
by Martinet (cf. [ll]) for the quaternion group of order 8, and (cf. [l, 21) 
subsequently it was shown that there are infinitely many such examples for 
the quaternion groups of order 8 and of order 41*, E = -1 (mod 4). Here we 
prove 
THEOREM. Any normal tamely ramified number jeld N with Galois group 
Gal(N/Q) = Q(Z, q) has a normal integral basis. 
Other Galois groups r with the same property are (i) Abelian groups 
(theorem of Hilbert-Speiser), (ii) dihedral groups da,, of order 2” (cf. [6j). 
Moreover, the case 52(1,2) of our result has already been proved in [lo]. 
In fact, the cases I’ = da, , r = C&Z, 2) follow from a general theorem 
(cf. [5J; see III below) and the vanishing in these cases of the “kernel group” 
D@(r)) to be defined below (see (2.4)). For our theorem we have to go deeper. 
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Its proof illustrates the power of the general theory of Galois module structure 
for tame extensions developed in [5] (and [4]). The method used here 
clearly has a wider range of application. 
In Sections 2 and 3, we recall basic definitions and results used. Section 4 
contains the proof of the theorem. 
2. THE CLASSGROUP OF Z(r) (cf. [3, 9, 131) 
Let Z(r) be the integral group ring of r. The classgroup of Z(r), denoted 
by Cl(Z(J’)), is a finite Abelian group, whose elements are classes (X) of 
locally free, rank one Z(r)-modules X, with identity element (Z(r)). If 
X E Y, then (X) = (Y) and for a large class of groups, including .O(Z, p), 
conversely, (X) = (Y) implies that X G Y. Now, if N is a normal tamely 
ramified number field with Galois group r, then indeed, oN is a locally free, 
rank one Z(r)-module (cf. [12]), hence, it defines an element (oN) E Cl(Z(r)). 
Thus, we have to show that 
(ON) = 1, if Gal(N/Q) = G(l, 4). (24 
We give another description of the classgroup (cf. [3, 51). A “fractional 
ideal in a number field K” is a fractional ideal of oK . If K CL, we embed 
the group of fractional ideals in K into that of fractional ideals in L, and we 
can take the union of all these groups, provided we stick to, say, subfields of 
the field of complex numbers. 
Let x run through the irreducible characters of r, in the sense of represen- 
tation theory over C. For any character x, let Q(x) be the field obtained by 
adjoining to Q the values of x on r. Let G be the Galois group over Q of the 
algebraic closure of Q in C. A family {b,) of invariants is a map from the 
set of irreducible characters x of I’ to the group of all fractional ideals so that 
(i) b, has numerator and denominator prime to the order of r, 
(ii) b, is a fractional ideal in Q(x), and 
(iii) b,g = b,, for g E G. 
The families of invariants form a group Ir and (cf. [5]) there is a canonical 
isomorphism 
cvzm s Ii-/Hr , (2.2) 
where Hr is a certain subgroup of 1,. If, under this isomorphism, (X) 
maps onto the class of {b,}, we shall call {b,} a famdy of inwnimts for X. 
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We thus have to show (for tamely ramified fields) 
If WVQ) = W, 4, then (6,) E Hr 
for some family of invariants of oN . (2.3) 
Remark 1. If {b,,} is a family of invariants, then we can extend it to a 
function on all characters of I’, simply by additivity, i.e., by using b,,, = b,b, . 
We shall assume this has been done. 
Remark 2. If .E = I’/A is a quotient group of r, then the set S, of 
(irreducible) characters of J? may be viewed as a subset of S,. The 
isomorphisms (2.2) for r and E are then compatible with restriction of 
functions b from S, to S, on the one hand, and the surjection Cl(Z(Z’)) ---f 
Cl(Z(2)) given by (X) +-+ (X”) on the other. 
Let Pr be the subgroup of Ir of families of principal ideals (b,), so that if x 
is an irreducible character, whose associated simple component of Q(r) is 
a matrix algebra over a totally definite quaternion algebra, then b, is totally 
positive. Then one knows that P,3 Hr. Write 
wr)) G Pi-/Hi- (2.4) 
for the kernelgroup, i.e., the kernel of the map Cl(Z(r)) + Ir/Pr . 
Now, let ,EG be the cyclic group of order Q. Then, (cf. [A) the surjection 
52(1,4) -+ E. yields a surjection 
t: wu-4~~ P))> + ~GG,))~ (2.5) 
Let FL* be the multiplicative group of the field Fz of Z elements and let 
q2 = q/(q, 2). Then in [7] an isomorphism 
Ker t s F,*/Fp, (2.6) 
was determined, which we shall now describe in terms of our groups. Now let 
1,4 be a character of sZ(Z, q) induced by a character + of {o] of degree 1 with 
4(u) a primitive Zth root of unity. Then # is irreducible, and the above 
property determines 9 uniquely to within conjugacy over Q. Let p be the 
character of sL(Z, q) induced by the identity character E of {u}. Let I be the 
prime divisor in Q(#) above the rational prime 1. If (6,) is a family of invariants 
of X, with (X) E Ker t, then b, = (6,) is principal for all x. We may choose 
b, E Q(#) and b, E Q. Denote by b,b;’ the class of b&l mod I. This may be 
viewed as an element of Fr*, as I is totally ramified over 2. Now we have, 
from [7], 
I. The class of @mod Fp solely depends on (X). Call it O(X). 
Then, 6 is an isomorphism (2.6). 
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Remark 3. As Gal(Q(#)/Q) acts trivially on the classes mod I, the map 6 
does not depend on the particular choice of # among its conjugates over Q. 
3. GALOIS MODULE STRUCTURE 
For the moment, N is just a normal field with Gal(N/Q) = r. For any 
characters x of r, denote by W(x) the Artin root number, i.e., the constant 
in the functional equation of the Artin L-function. Let f (x)ll” denote the 
positive square root of the conductor of x, and let m(x) be the number of 
eigenvalues -1 under x of a Forbenius at infinity. Then define the Galois 
Gauss sum T(X) by 
W(x) = t-(f) i-m(x)/f(x)1/2 
Next, let a generate a normal basis {a~> of N/Q, and view N embedded in C. 
Let T be a representation of r corrseponding to the character x with algebraic 
coefficients. Define 
(a j x) = det c ant-l. 
Y 
This is a nonzero algebraic number. Now, we have (cf. [5]): 
II. Let N be a normal tamely ramzjied number field with Galoii group r. 
Let a be an element of N that generates a local nmmal integral basis at p, for all 
primes p dividing the order of r. Then, the ideals 6, = (+)(a 1 x)-l) de$ne a 
family of invariants for oN . 
In view of the multiplicative properties of r(x) and (a 1 x) under character 
addition, this result remains true even for {b,} being extended to a function 
on all characters (see Remark 1, Sect. 2). 
Explanation. Let the subscript p denote localization. A basis {a~} of oNse 
over Z, is called a local normal integral basis at p. By Noether’s theorem and 
weak approximation, one can find an element a as asserted in II. 
Almost immediately from II we get (cf. [5]). 
III. With N as in II, we have (oN) E D(Z(r)). 
Recall also the Hilbert-Speiser theorem, 
IV. With N as in II and I’ Abelian, we have (oN) = 1. 
Remark. One can in fact, if one so wishes, derive IV from II, producing 
an element a for which b, = 1, for all x. The absolutely Abelian Gauss sums 
are resolvents. 
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4. PROOF OF THE THBOREM 
Suppose that the hypotheses of the theorem are satisfied. By III, IV, and 
Remark 2 in Section 2, we know that 
(oN) E Ker t. 
By II and I we have, in the notation used for I, to show that 
(4.1) 
W> (a I WI . [m(a E F:Q’. (4.2) 
Let L be a number field containing N, Q(4), T(#), T(P), (a 1 $), and (u 1 p). 
Let 2 be the product of the distinct prime divisors of I in L. We shall then 
show that 
m +>-l = 51 (mod 2), (4.3) 
(a I W(u I PI = 1 (mod 2). (4.4) 
These two congruences clearly imply (4.2) and hence the theorem. 
Proof of (4.3). As in Section 2, let 4 and E be the characters of {u} inducing 
# and p, respectively. Then, 
T(#) +)-’ = +h) T(d-‘- 
As E is the trivial character 
(4.5) 
T(C) = 1. (4.6) 
Let K be the fixed field of {u} in N. Then, T(4) is the product of local 
Gauss sums rP($), for each finite prime divisor p of K ramified at +, times an 
Zth root of 1. The latter is = 1 (mod 2). Once we have shown that 
it follows that 
T$)(t$) Es -1 (mod f4, (4.7) 
and this yields (4.3). 
T(d) = ztl (mod 2) 
Let o be the ring of integers of K and view r&, as a character of the multi- 
plicative group (o/p)*, of order 1. Then, for some nontrivial character h of 
the additive group (o/p)+, 
(mod 2). 
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As &,(x) = 1 (mod I?), we get 
.r+@) = s-o X(x) = --h(O) = -1 (mod 2) 
as required. 
Proof of (4.4), 1 nonramifed. Just note that # and p have the same reduction 
mod I, i.e., that in the notation of [4, Sect. 91, 
$-P (mod f?). (4.8) 
Hence by [4, Theorem 51 
(a I4 = (a IP) (mod 2). 
Both sides are units at 2, hence we get (4.4). 
Proof of (4.4), 1 rami$ed. As above, let K be the fixed field of {u}, let A be 
the decomposition group, Y the inertia group of a prime divisor of 1. Because 
of tame ramification Y n (u> = 1. As Y is normal in A, and nontrivial, this 
implies that A n {o} = 1, recalling the structure of Q(l, q). But p and I/ 
coincide on the complement of o, hence on the decomposition group A. 
Moreover, for every unit u of the localization of Z(Q(Z, Q)) at 2, we have 
Det,(u)/DetlL(u) = 1 (mod 9, 
where Det,(u) = Det R(U) if R is a representation of S(& 4) corresponding 
to p and analogously for Det, . This follows again by (4.8). Now, we get (4.4) 
from [4, Theorem 71, having verified the hypotheses of that theorem in our 
situation. 
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